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Reader....writer....musician...
Please drop a message if you want me to read your work. I will try my best to read the
works of all those who follow me, but if I haven't read yours let me know.

I play the piano and drums. I've taken up writing a little while ago as a coping method.
Nowadays it's the only thing keeping me sane.
Three things about me:
1) I adore mnms
2) I have two sides to myself, one interacts with the outer world, while the other sits
back and comments.
3) I secretly like to give people I don't know these elaborate possible backgrounds to
fill in my free time. :D
You can ask me all sorts of random questions, I never get offended. As long as it
doesn't pertain to my real life identity which I will never reveal.
I'm starting up a tumbler soon, crossing my fingers that works out.
I've started on a Seth Clearwater and Jane Volturi fanfiction called 'Breathe'. I hope
you'll all consider checking it out. I wasn't going to republish it till April, but my friend
convinced me otherwise.
Oh I'm more of a voter than a commenter, but if I've read your work and voted, that
means I liked it.
Well if u ever wanna start up a random story with me then let me know, I've always
been interested in collabs.
Okay I'll end it here, welcome to my profile :D
 Location: Land before time.
 Joined: 5 months ago
https://www.wattpad.com/user/SilverInStars
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Reading Lists
Currently
reading
(/list/164528359)
(/list/164528359)
Show More

Finished books.
(/list/175326743)
(/list/175326743)

Seth Clearwater
(/list/201706841)
(/list/201706841)

1 Published Work
Breathe (A Jane Volturi and Seth Clearwater story)
(/story/30855550-breathe-a-jane-volturi-and-sethclearwater-story)
 4K

 261

 200

He was volatile. She was still. He wanted her. She humored him. They
were enemies before their creation. However they have never met. When
Jane is ordered to go and keep an eye on the vampire/werewolf treaty as
well as the half vampire child she ne...
(/story/30855550Last updated a month ago
breathe-a-jane-

volturi-and-sethclearwater-story)
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@knightsrachel · 17 Works · 115K Followers

View profile (/user/knightsrachel)
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@fivesaucewhoop · 8 Works · 156K Followers

View profile (/user/fivesaucewhoop)
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@LouisYouHottie · 4 Works · 86.3K Followers

View profile (/user/LouisYouHottie)
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@sweetdreamer33 · 6 Works · 223K Followers

View profile (/user/sweetdreamer33)
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@xoStardust · 8 Works · 51.6K Followers

View profile (/user/xoStardust)

SilverInStars followed AllTimeNutella
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@AllTimeNutella · 8 Works · 88.5K Followers

View profile (/user/AllTimeNutella)
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@northbynorth · 5 Works · 82.3K Followers

View profile (/user/northbynorth)
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@KanyeInterruptedMe · 14 Works · 168K Followers

View profile (/user/KanyeInterruptedMe)
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2 days ago
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@EstelleMaskame · 1 Work · 98.2K Followers

View profile (/user/EstelleMaskame)
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SilverInStars followed Hooha84
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Hooha84
@Hooha84 · 18 Works · 98.5K Followers

View profile (/user/Hooha84)
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